
A Quick Digital Guide To EDDMs

Now that you’ve entered the EDDM online tool, type in the zip code you would like to look at in the search 
bar. Make sure to do so under the select routes tab which should be highlighted blue.

The USPS EDDM online tool is quick any easy to use! Follow these steps below to get started.

Go to the USPS website using your desired browser (chrome, bing, firefox). Once you’ve arived at the home-
page, hover your mouse courser over the business tab on the top of screen. A drop down page will apear 
showing Every Door Direct Mail under Tools on the right side of this drop down page. Click on Every Door 
Direct Mail to go to the online tool (shown in red boxes below).



using the eddm page

Now that you’ve entered your zip code, a map with all mail routes in that zip code should appear. By hov-
ering your mouse courser over the gray area you will see the individual routes highlighted in pink. Click on 
a route to see the analytics of that route (at the top bar across the map) and a price estimate (on the left 
side under Order Summary).

You can pick and choose your route using the analytic bar on the top of the map to find your target demo-
graphic. You can even choose to select only Residential addresses!

Its very important that you note the carrier code for your zip code when you’ve selected the routes you’d 
like to mail to. In the red box on the top right corner of the analytic bar is where you will find this. Make sure 
to include the carrier codes for each individual route when emailing us your EDDM order.

Keep in mind that the USPS estimate cost is an estimate only. Your price might be more after including 
paperwork and delivery cost to the post office of your selected zip code(s).


